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WHAT’S NEW IN RADAROPUS 3.2 

  What’s new in RadarOpus v3.2 
 

New implementations and improvements of version 3.2 as compared to 3.1 

RadarOpus 3.2 will be delivered as a Live Update over 3.1 

SUMMARY 
 

NEW FEATURES 

• New - Option to hide Families in any Repertory view [p.4] 

o The user can now select from the Repertory preferences whether families are displayed. 

o This means you can now use any View without showing Families. 

 

• New - Show remedies of a Family in Synthesis Adonis [p.5] 

o Mouse hover over a family in the Repertory and Analysis to show the remedy members of 

the family.  

 

• New - Changed R-click option for Families in the Analysis window [p.6] 

o It is now possible to limit your analysis to the remedy members of a large number of families 

using the R-click context menu.  

 

• New - Moved Bookmarks to the Table of Contents [p.8] 

o Added a hotkey (ctrl/cmd-6) to open Bookmarks list. 

o Navigation through the Bookmarks list can be performed with directional arrows and the 

Enter key to go to the selected bookmark. 

o It is now easier to see all Bookmarks and use them as shortcuts to navigate the program. 

 

• New – Family Finder v2 [p.13] 

o A new version of Family Finder has been released with RadarOpus 3.2, containing all of Anne 

Vervarcke’s latest clinical data on Families and Remedies. Free update for existing users. 

 

• New – Kingdoms and families v2 [p.16] 

o In conjunction with the latest edition of the Family Finder, we have updated the database 

which provides the backend for remedies and families in the Family Finder.  

 

• New - Menu item for copying the analysis [p.19] 

o For when you would like to paste into a Word document.  
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• New - Copy symptoms from previous consultation into the current one [p.21] 

o Added a button & menu item that copies a symptom from any previous consultation and 

pastes it into the current consultation, including all the assigned Tags. 

 

• New - Option to hide prescription in Anamnesis summary window [p.22] 

o This is useful for teachers who wish to present cases using the RadarOpus Patient File. 

Previously, the remedy name would always be displayed when displaying important 

symptoms in a new window. 

 

• New - Live Update works in background 

 

IMPROVEMENTS 

• Improved - Organization of the repertory view menu [p.23] 

o Added separator lines to clarify how the Views are organized. 

o Added a Help page with a description of how the Views are organized and assembled. 

 

• Improved - Behavior of browsing in Navigation windows [p.24] 

o In the Navigation window of a Repertory or Materia Medica, previously the cursor would 

return to the beginning of the chapter (or list of subs-rubrics) after pressing backspace or 

the left arrow key.  

o Now the cursor reverts back to the previous cursor position, which makes navigation more 

intuitive and easy. 

 

• Improved - In the Patient File Pathologies grid, added a tick icon to display that the chosen 

pathology is taken from the picklist (and is therefore compatible with Clificol). [p.25] 

 

• Improved – Highlight multiple families in the Analysis from the Table of contents (TOC). Previously, 

it was only possible to highlight one family at a time. Now, the Homeopath can R-click on multiple 

families, choosing the option ‘Highlight this family in the analysis’.  

o A further useful option is to R-click any highlighted remedy in the Analysis and choose the 

option ‘Consider only the selected remedies’.  

o Now the Analysis will be limited to all the remedies from the highlighted families selected 

from the TOC.  
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FIXES 

• Fixed - Problem importing cases from Radar10. When importing a .CAS file containing Analyses in 

German, special characters were not shown correctly. 

 

• Fixed - Graphic problem in the Mac version when selecting Cross references to be taken to the 

clipboard with the main symptom. Previously the tick icon was not displayed. 

 

• Fixed - When changing from full repertory view to a smaller view, the option "show the rubrics 

excluded from the view" was not considered anymore. The user previously had to disable/ enable 

again. 

 

• Fixed - in Synthesis: with "show remedies" on, "show authors" on; “tags” off; and "hide symptoms 

excluded from the view" on – when the user clicked to hide the authors or to hide the remedies, the 

tags were automatically switched back on and the excluded symptoms set to on. 

 

• Fixed – With Synthesis Treasure Edition and Adonis both open and both views set to ‘Pierre Schmidt’ 

- each time you switch the repertories, the views were set back again. 

 

• Fixed - Allen Keynotes in Turkish was not displaying in the list of Favorite Keynotes. 

 

• Fixed - Display problem in the Navigation window of Synthesis with Russian translation. Text was 

centered and missing abbreviation point.  

 

• Fixed - Error importing Synthesis App Analyses. 

 

• Fixed – Incorrect Analysis results when using a Combined symptom with a View other than “Full”. 

 

• Fixed - Problem when taking Cross references (in a translated language) to a clipboard. They would 

appear in English instead of the translated language. 

 

• Fixed - Problem when importing singles cases (CAS files from Radar 10) in subfolders. 

 

• Fixed – in Materia Medica, with zoom set to 100%, the text would previously overstep the border of 

the screen at the right. 
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HIDE FAMILIES IN ANY REPERTORY VIEW 
You can now select from the Repertory preferences whether families are displayed in Synthesis Adonis 

(and other repertories). This means you can use any Synthesis View without displaying Families. 

Previously, you could only hide Families by using a Synthesis View. This resulted in it not being possible 

to use another alternative view such as the ‘Pierre Schmidt view’ for example. 

Click the preferences/ configuration icon in any Repertory (opens local preferences). 

 

In the drop down menu, select the option ‘don’t display families’ if you would prefer not to see families 

within your repertories. 

 

This ensures that you can use another Synthesis View – e.g. Vithoulkas view – and be sure that no 

families will be displayed, which of course stays truer to the Homeopathic vision of this author.  

E.G. Vithoulkas View of Synthesis Adonis with no families displayed. 
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SHOW REMEDIES OF A FAMILY IN SYNTHESIS ADONIS 
Hover the mouse over a family in the repertory to show the remedies of that family. A useful 

enhancement to the existing functionality of RadarOpus, which shows at a quick glance which are the 

remedy members to consider from a family.  

Tip – Click the left mouse key on the floating window to stop it from disappearing.  
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R-CLICK ON FAMILIES IN THE ANALYSIS WINDOW 
It is now possible to filter your analysis to the remedy members of a large number of families which are 

present in the Analysis. For example: 

 

Milk remedies seem to be highly indicated in the Analysis above. One also sees Lac ovinum covering all 3 

symptoms. It is now easier to limit the analysis to quickly see the most indicated remedies of a family.  

R-click on a family to see the following options: 

 

Click on the final option to limit the Analysis to that family. After clicking this option, you will see a 

floating window displaying the taxonomy (which in this case is absent since we are looking at a group 

based on the shared characteristics of milk). 

 

Click on the exact family you would like to limit the Analysis 

to, then the results will change accordingly, making a family-

based differential very easy to achieve: 
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This limitation will stay in effect even when you change clipboards.  

For example, you might have used different symptoms on other clipboards to look at other aspects of a 

case. You can combine a number of clipboards to see which Milk remedy covers the totality of the case 

best. 

 

To go back to the original Analysis, click the button – Clean Remedies filters 

  

To examine another family, you can repeat the process of  

R-clicking on it and selecting the option – Limit to members of 

this family.  

E.G. in the example to the right, you can see the full scientific 

details of how the Magnesium and compounds family is 

classified. 
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The Analysis is filtered to display the different compounds of Magnesium: 

 

 

BOOKMARKS MOVED TO THE TABLE OF CONTENTS 
It is now easier to see all of your Bookmarks and use them as 

shortcuts to navigate the program. We have also added a 

hotkey (Ctrl/Cmd-6) to open the Bookmarks list in the Table 

of Contents (TOC).  

Navigation through the Bookmarks list can be performed 

with directional arrows and the Enter key to go to the 

selected bookmark, making the process of navigating your 

way through RadarOpus easier and more customizable.  

The Bookmarks icon in the Toolbar has also been 

repositioned to reflect its new relation to the Table of 

Contents. 

 

Note – the method of adding a Bookmark to a chapter, symptom or reference has not been changed 

To add a Bookmark, follow these steps: 

• E.G. Open a Repertory, navigate to a 

chapter or even a particular section of a 

chapter to which you would like to add 

a Bookmark.  

• In this example, I have selected the 

section on Labor in Boericke’s 

Repertory.  

• With the hand icon pointing at this 

section, R-Click to see the options. 
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• Click Bookmarks 

• Then click Add a bookmark to the current rubric. 

• The next window opens, where you can give a 

name to the Bookmark to keep it organized in the 

TOC. 

Tip – for the most-used Repertories or Chapters, you 

can start the name with a number – e.g. 0 for the 

bookmarks you would like to appear first in the list. 

You might use 0 in front of any section relating to 

Synthesis Adonis, then 1 for another repertory, etc. 

 

• Here you can see the name of the bookmark 

 
 

• And its location in the TOC 

 
o Any time you would like to return to that location, you can press ctrl/cmd-6 or click the 

Bookmarks Icon.  

o Type “3” 

o Type ENTER – and you are back at that exact point in Boericke’s Repertory! 

The same process applies to Materia Medica (or any Reference) 

• E.G. Open the Organon of the Medical Art Practitioner (Wenda Brewster O’Reilly translation) 

• Navigate to the section you wish to bookmark. 
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• R-click the text, choose Bookmarks, then Add a bookmark to the current symptom. 

• Name it.  

• Save it, and it appears in the TOC 

 

Suggestions of ways to optimize your RadarOpus user-experience with Bookmarks 

 
• Add shortcuts to your most-used repertories and chapters 

 

E.G. You can add a 

Bookmark to the 

Personal Chapter of 

Synthesis Adonis 

 

Tip – tick the option 

to sort your 

bookmarks by 

alphabetical order. 

This is located at the 

bottom of the TOC 
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o E.G. Clinical chapter of Murphy’s repertory 

 
 

o E.G. Q Rep 

 
 

o E.G. Miasms in the Synthesis Adonis Generals Chapter 

 
 

o E.G. Affinities symptoms in Synthesis Adonis 
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• You can also easily collect references and rubrics for teaching/ research. 

 

o Find inspiration from the Masters (Kent’s New Remedies, Clinical Cases, Lesser Writings) 

 
 

o Bookmark the Keynotes of a polycrest remedy (Samuel’s Keynotes) 

 
 

o Bookmark the precise symptom of a remedy in the proving text (Allen’s Encyclopedia) 
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FAMILY FINDER V2 
Anne Vervarcke has been busy updating the data which provides the framework for the Family Finder 

search engine. This free update (for existing users of Family Finder) brings RadarOpus up to date with 

Anne’s latest clinical confirmations. You will now find more information on several families and 

remedies, including: 

• Viruses 

• Bacteria 

• Waters 

• Celestial bodies 

• Lichens 

• Ferns (Monilophytes) 

• Gymnosperms 

• Mosses (Bryophyta) 

• More Imponderabilia 

• More Sarcodes 

• More Fungi remedies 

• More Plant remedies 

• More Worms 

• More Reptiles 

• More Amphibians 

• More Fish 

• More Mammals 

o E.g. Ungulates, Rodents, Primates 

Some examples: 

A search for the family ‘Waters’ 
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A search for the family ‘Viruses’ 

 

A search for the family ‘Bacteria’ 
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A search for the family ‘Celestial bodies’ 

 

 

A search for the word ‘sick’ 
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KINGDOMS AND FAMILIES V2 
The Kingdoms and families repertory (which provides the backend for all aspects of RadarOpus’ handling 

of families) has been updated. Luke Norland has continued the work of Will Taylor who originally 

authored the repertory. This item is a free update for all users with Package 4 & 5, and is payable for 

anyone with Package 1, 2 or 3. You will now find much more family data on: 

• Viruses (including covid 19) 

• Bacteria 

• All Animal groups updated 

o Included a simpler division of Invertebrates and Vertebrates in accordance with the 

Evolution Method approach of categorization.  

• Cronquist plant classification – including remedies listed at the level of Order and Subclass 

• Imponderables  

• Fungi 

• Organic compounds 

• Analogic groups 

o Predator 

o Prey 

o Sarcodes 

o Gemstones 

o Lianas and Vines 

o Celestial bodies 

o Sugars 

Examples: here you can see that all remedies in the Magnoliidae subclass have been copied upwards to 

create a super rubric. This makes it easier to drag and drop the rubric to an Analysis.  
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Many more Viruses and Bacteria have been added to create super rubrics. 

 

 

There is now a useful single rubric for all Invertebrates. 
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In a similar fashion, there is now a single rubric containing all the Vertebrates 

 

 

There are also single rubrics for Predatory and Prey animals. 
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MENU ITEM FOR COPYING THE ANALYSIS 
It was already possible to copy-paste the Analysis, but there was not a Menu item for it. This has now 

been added. With the Analysis open, click on EDIT in the Menu bar, then click on Copy analysis. 

 

 

You can then define how many lines you wish to copy. 
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Finally, you can paste the Analysis into a Word document. 

Sum of symptoms (sorted degrees) - Intensity is considered 

1  1234  3  MIND - IMPRESSIONABLE  94  

2  1234  2  MIND - TRAVELLING - desire for  110  

3  1234  3  RESPIRATION - ASTHMATIC  457  

4  1234  2  DREAMS - JOURNEYS  180  

5  1234  1  MIND - EMOTIONS - suppressed  101  

6  1234  1  MIND - HONEST  34  

7  1234  1  EYE - PARALYSIS - Eyeballs - Muscles  45  

8  1234  1  VISION - HYPERMETROPIA  58  

9  1234  3  RESPIRATION - ASTHMATIC  457  

10  1234  2  RESPIRATION - ASTHMATIC - dust; from inspiration of  9  

11  1234  2  GENERALS - DUST - agg.  51  

12  1234  1  GENERALS - REST - amel.  209  

 

 nat-m.  bell.  am-c.  calc.  phos.  dulc.  lach.  lyc.  sil.  sulph.  

 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  

 17  17  17  16  16  16  16  16  15  15  

 29  26  24  31  25  24  24  23  34  27  

           

1 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 

2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1   

3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 

4 1  1   1 2  2  

5 1 1     1 1   

6    1      1 

7 2 1   1  1   1 

8 2 2 1 3 1   2 3 1 

9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 

10           

11  1 1 1 1 2  1 1 1 

12 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 
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COPY SYMPTOMS FROM PREVIOUS CONSULTATION INTO THE 

CURRENT ONE 
We have added a new feature which allows you to copy a symptom from a previous consultation into 

the current one. This makes it easier, when cross-checking with the patient which symptoms are 

remaining, to move them into the current consultation. The button can be found here: 

 

 

The example below shows how you can easily copy the patient’s remaining symptoms from the previous 

consultation to the current one. Navigate to the symptom you are concerned with, then click the new 

Copy row icon. 
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HIDE PRESCRIPTION IN ANAMNESIS SUMMARY WINDOW 
Open the General Options by clicking Tools – Options (Windows), or by typing ‘cmd + comma’ (Mac). 

Click on the Patient File icon in the Left side Bar, then click on the Consultation tab.  

Tick the option to Hide remedy in anamnesis summary window. 

 

 

This allows 

Homeopaths to present 

their cases using the 

Patient File, without 

revealing which remedy 

they prescribed.  

It was already possible 

to hide the prescription 

details in the main 

consultation, but not 

when you viewed the 

summary of the 

important, or graded 

symptoms.  

E.G. The image to the 

right shows all 

extracted grade 4 

symptoms in the text. 
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Previously, the remedy abbreviation would always show in such examples, meaning there was limited 

scope for using the Patient File to teach/ present cases. 

 

 

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPERTORY VIEW MENU 
We have added separator lines to the Views menu. 

This helps to clarify how the Synthesis Views have been organized and 

assembled.  

The menu includes a link to an online Help page which describes each View 

and the logic behind them. 

By clicking on the final item, Information about the view, you will be directed 

to the following URL, where you can learn more. 

https://cdn.radaropus.com/RadarOpus/docs/synthesis/repertory_views/adonis/en/ 

 

 

https://cdn.radaropus.com/RadarOpus/docs/synthesis/repertory_views/adonis/en/
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IMPROVED BROWSING IN NAVIGATION WINDOWS 
In the Navigation window of a Repertory or Materia Medica, previously the cursor would return to the 

beginning of the chapter (or list of subs-rubrics) after pressing backspace or the left arrow key.  

Now the cursor reverts back to your previous cursor position, which makes navigation more intuitive 

and easy. You can apply this setting by clicking on the preferences/ configuration icon of the Navigation 

window. Then tick the option - Backspace/ left arrow returns to previous position 

 

 

E.G. Navigate to MIND – DELUSIONS – separated. 

You might then want to drag & drop one of the 

sub rubrics onto a clipboard. 

When you press Backspace or the Left arrow key, 

the cursor moves back to the previous level in 

the Delusions section.  

As below:  
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Previously, the cursor would have jumped back to the beginning of the DELUSIONS section. 

 

PATIENT FILE PATHOLOGIES – CLIFICOL INTEGRATION 
When adding a pathology to the Patient File, there is a 

detailed Picklist of pathologies that integrate with Clificol.  

You can open the Picklist by clicking the down arrow in the 

Pathologies text field - see image to the right. 

This window appears, where 

you can type to find the 

pathology. E.G. type ‘renal’ 

 

 

 

Add a pathology from the list, then a tick is 

displayed. When the chosen pathology 

matches with an item in the Picklist, this 

enables full integration with Clificol.  


